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ORGANIZATIONS HOLD SPRING ELECT IONS
Atkinson, Webster Head VfSGR For Coming Year

Girls' Glee Club
To Give Concert

.

by ANN FRASHER
The Girls' Chorus of Wooster Col.
lege will present its annual home concert Thursday evening, Apr. 1, at 8:15
in Westminster chapel. This "program
of secular music is the seventeenth of
its kind to be presented under the direction of Miss Eve Roine Richmond.
Although it has been customary in
Jthe) past to charge admission to these
concerts, this year the Chorus is
breaking a tradition in order to give
to the college and community a n
hour's enjoyment of fine music, free
of charge. The organization feels that
there is a need for more opportunities to enjoy good music in these times
of particular stress on unpleasant
world affairs. Therefore, the girls and
the director, Miss Richmond, join in
welcoming everyone as guests of the
Girls' Chorus on Thursday evening,

Apr.

1.

Varied Program
The program this year is, both varied and interesting and boasts of several special features of unusual attraction. The chorus opens the program with a group of five songs:
Music Spread Thy ,Voice Around
from "Solomon", by Handel; When
I Bring You Coloured Toys by Carpenter; The Fairy Pipers by
Clair.de Lune by Debussy-Elkaand Open Thy Heart from
'Carmen"-- by
Brewer-Stebbin-

s;

n;

Bizet-Elkan-

:.

Soloists

a solo group
which opens with Festival Toccata by
Fletcher, played by June Whitmer on
the organ. Pauline Smith plays De
Falla's striking Fire Dance next, and
Rachel Shobert completes the group
with a piano solo, Chopin's Nocturne
' in C Minor.
The Girls' Chorus presents next
TFTe Blessed Damozel by Debussy, with
Martha Milburn and Priscilla Hughs
as solosists. This song is a musical arrangement of the poem of the same
name by Dante Gabriel Rossetti.
Another special feaature follows;
this time a potpourri of Gilbert and
The next group

is

(Continued on Page 4)
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India Commiitee
Makes Plan For
Representatives

of

MacPHEE
In answer to the question of what's
new- - at the lib this week, we have a
very timely book concerning relations
between Russia and the United States
It is Wallace Carroll's new book
"We're In This With Russia". Mr.
Carroll believes that not only must
the United Nations fight side by side
on their way to victory but that they
By BETTY

cooperation
must establish long-terafter the war to see that peace is main'
tained. It is a stimulating and provo
cative book for those students inter
ested in post war plans.
m

Earnest Hemingway has recent- ly compiledanJmpressivejeries
of short stories and excerpts
' which he has bound together to
make a great panorama of history
which he calls "Men at War: The
Best War Stories of All Time".
He starts out with "earliest times"
when David slays Goliath and
Joshua conqueres Jericho, and
proceeds through the ages t o
Pearl Harbor and Midway.
A new autobiography is entitled
"Thomas Jefferson Himself". It is the
personal narrative of America's "most
president. He tells his
"
his own letters and
through
story
journals of which there are ofr 70,
The simple and beautiful poem
by Edna St. Vincent Millay,
"Murder of Lidice" was written
to commerate the appalling Nazi
crime against the little Czechosla-vakiavillage of Lidice. It describes the result of the crime on
one family in a direct and touch
ing way.
For humor, fun and wittiness, "Our
Hearts Were Young and Gay" wins
the prize. It is the fascinating tale
jofjhe adventures of two young Amer-- '
icans in Europe, Cornelia Otis Skinner

.and

Emily Kimbrough.

..,..,,"

I
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The Wooster in India Committee
met Friday, Mar. 11, in Dean West- hafer's office to discuss the matter of
Wooster's representative overseas. The
committee consisted of Dean West-hafeDean Bruere and Dr. Vance
representing the faculty. The student
body was represented by Dick Craven,
Charles Ireland and William Lytle.
Dr. Vance was- chosen to be committee chairman and proceedings got un
der way.
The group was conronted with the
problem of how best to maintain its
representative in India. Norvin Hein,
who is now carrying on the. work at
Ewlng Christian College on behalf of
Wooster, has found it imperative to
give up his teaching work and devote
his time wholly to work with the
American troops in India and is cooperating with the Y.M.C.A. Several
plans were considered and discussed
and the committee at last decided to
rest its decision on the four fold setup. 1. Norvin Hein to continue as
Wooster's representative In India.
2. That he be released for work with
the American troops in that region.
3. That a substitute teacher approved
by Hein, be chosen to temporarily replace him at Ewing Christian College.
4. That the matter of salary be left
open untirmore specifi- c- Steps have
been taken.

-

-
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Marge Rydsirom '43
May Queen Selects
7May Day Aliendenis
Marge Rydstrom was chosen the
Wooster May Queen of 1943 at the
final', elections" held on Friday, Mar,
12. She is a music major from Glenview, 111., and participates in many
extracurricular activities.
for the
Evelyn Baker, runner-uMay Queen title, was chosen maid of
honor for the coronation, and Betty
Lockwood will be the senior attendant.
The sophomore class will be repre
sented-ithe court by Ruth Coover,
and junior attendants are: Carroll
Reedr Margo Dcury,. KennyCompton,
Mary Betty Hammond, Ruth Kress,
and Dorothy Henderson.
Heralds tor the coronation are
Anne Melone and Enid Robinson,
while Arch Duncan, Harry Eicher,
John Clay, Bill Lytle, Frank Smith,
Bill-- Fuchs, Fred Stead, and Perry
Narten will constitute the male sec
tion of the court.
Announcement of arrangements for
the organization of Color Day was
made today by John Clay, president
of "Student Senate. Bob Bricker will
serve as general chairman of t h e
whole event and Jack Spurney will be
the May Queen's manager.
-
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ago,-

- in 1893,'our

fore-

were busily publishing a paper
much as we do now. Theirs was a four
page, six column weekly, presented to
the students and faculty each Saturday. The following is a headline which
appeared at the left top of the front
page on Jan. 14:
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A symposium
The article which followed it filled
two columns on the front page from
top to bottom, and more than half
filled the first column op the back
page. It contained a series of condemnations by seven different admin,
istration and student members.
Front Page Ads
Ads frequently found their way to
the front page and these two are typical:.
Get your supply of Coal now.
The best for student use at John
S. Elliott's, , 19 North Walnut
8 J East Liberty,-(Ja- n.
23).
and
-Don't your Lamp Smoke? The

Juniors:. Margaret Neely and Ginny
Wise; sophomores: Bill Herbert and
Roger Richards, Virginia Miller and
Mary McClaran; freshmen: Jim Wey- gandt and Jack Spurney, Alice Rodger and Pat Bryant. Bill Jones of the
junior class was automatically elected
because there were no other petition

-

Student Looks at Campus in
Fifty "years

Final elections for Student Senate
representatives from all classes will be
held Friday, Mar. 26, from 8:30 to 4
in the Senate room. Cwd'datf for
election are:

Bill Jones is from Rome, N.Y., has
served two years on the Voice, is
treasurer of Fourth Section and a
member of German club. Margaret
1
Neely is from Barnesville, O., and is
a member of Phi Sigma Iota, Eta Sig
ma Phi, French club, Education club,
Index, and Pipers. Ginnv Wise of
' """"Oa1"
"
wsss!5t
iSMI&ww&
Columbiana, O., is an active member of Y.W., is the newly elected pres
ident of Trumps club, and is a mem- W.A.A.
ber of the Index staff and Educational
v
Both the recording secretary and the club.
corresponding secretary are freshmen.
Courtesy Wooater Daily Record
Bill Herbert of Avon, N.J. played
Margaret Shreve, a freshman from
JANE ATKINSON and ELEANOR WEBSTER
football last fall and is majoring in
Wooster, is corresponding secretary.
chemistry and biology. Roger RichJane Atkinson and Eleanor Web-- '
She was one of the drum majorettes
ards of Chicago is a member of the
S.
heads
of
the
the
W.
new
ster are
at the footbal games last fall. Lucy choir, Geology club,
G. A. who were elected by the women
treasurer of
Hunter, the recording secretary, is a
Third Section and has taken part in
f the college, ' Tuesday, Mar. 19.
freshman from Pittsburgh. She is acbaseball and tennis. Virginia Miller of
Their terms as leaders of the Worn- tive in W.A.A."
Wooster, O., writes for the Voice and
en s
will
Association
Installation of officers will be held Index, is given in Debate Seminar,
3 begin next month and will continue
in chapel Tuesday, Mar. 30. The belongs to Sphinx club and is memfor the 1943-4term.
a
newly-electeofficers and cabinet ber of Band and the Defense Council.
The
oratorical
1943
of
contests
Advance registration for the two
Jane Atkinson, of Cleveland Hts.,
members will take office at that time. Mary McClaran is majoring
in ecosummer terms will be held in Galpin is the administrative president. She is were held on Saturday, Mar. Z0 at
is a member of Sphinx
nomics
and
hall on April 3rd, 1
Wesleyan
a.m. TentaOhio
University.
The
a history major and is a member of
club.
tive schedules may be secured in the
Phi Alph,Thet3iThis year jhehas schools participating were Wooster,
Registrar's Office. Students who will been house president
Frosh Candidate
of Holden hall, Ohio Wesleyan, Denfsbn, Hiram, Wit- need to see the Registrar prior to reg.
Weygandt
of Wooster," Ohio,
9 Jim
,
of Dominoes, captain tenberg, Western Reserve, Bowling
istration should do so on or before of intramural volleyball and basket
played forward and guard on the
Green, Otterbein and Kenyon. Woos.
April 1st, since he will be away on ball
The sophomore and junior classes basketball team and a member of In
teams. She serves on the defense
April 2nd and 3rd.
represented
the
was
Women's
in
ter
are combining this year and are giv- ternational Relations club. Jack Spur
council, and for three years has been
Students who need certain courses a member of the college choir.
Oratorical Contest, the Women's Read ing their prom on Apr. 9 in the gym ney of Cleveland, O., played football
listed
ing - C&ntest, " the Men's Oratorical from 9 to 1. Earl Hood and his or- last fall, belongs to the Senate and is
on
thar are" hot'
Eleanor Webster, of Grove City,
member of the Men's Glee club.
should leave their requests with Mrs.
Contest, and the State Peace Contest. chestra will be furnishing the rhythm.
Pa., is the judicial president. She has
Alice
Rodgers of Mechanicsburg, Pa.,
Gernert in the Registrar's office. ShortBetty Good won first place in the Hank Miller and Paul Weimer are
a double major in Latin and German
sings
the Choir and is president of
in
hand and typing may be available on
for the dance with Fred
and belongs to Delta Phi Alpha, is Women's Oratorical Contest with her
Freshman
Forum and in the Big Four.
both the beginning and advance levels
Stead
in charge of decorations. Dutch
oration on the subject, "End the Night
chairman of the Defense Council,
Alsberg, Betty Lou Dickens, and Pat Pat Bryant of Oak Park, 111., is a
provided enough students register. For
of Eta Sigma Phi, treasurer of Wrong". In the Women's Reading
those graduating from the College of
Kline are on the committee in charge member of the Student Senate and
of Darts,
of Classical Contest, Margaret Rath read a scene
the Freshman Debate club.
Wooster in May, a .three months sumof finance.
club, a member of band, retiring from "Dear Brutus". Seven schools
mer school course, including related
One bid per couple being all that
treasurer of W.S.G.A., active in intra- participated in these contests.
secretarial work, is offered by the
is
necessary for the dance, there will
mural sports, treasurer of German
The Old Line Contest was held to
Wooster Business College. Again stube
a lot of bids for those who desire Off-Camp- us
club, a freshman counsellor, and a choose the Ohio representative for the
dents interested in any one of these
them.
member of W.A.A.
Inter-stat- e
Contest which' will be held
arrangements should leave their names
111. Wooster was repre
Evanston,
at
at the Registrar's Office.
After a long debate in the
sented in the contest by George Phelps
First term of the summer session
Student Senate and after. submitto
who won first place in the preliminary
will be from Majr31 through July 10,
ting petitions to the student body,
divisional competitionT wo years ago
The-o- ff
and the second term will be from July
ampus freshman girU are
Senate has decided not to
the
first
placed
Baird
this
conin
James
On
Comedy
12 through August 21.
giving
formal dance this Saturday
a
have
the Spring Formal. The
test and last . year ..John. Bathgate
ule"
evening froin 1
In lower Babcock."
is tentative" now. but
student body failed to meet the
placed
second.
Choose
7;
Cast
SwinL
Kids",
'The
a fifteen piece
will include courses in biology, chemapproximate 130 names needed
Bathgate
place
second
in
won
band
John
from
Louisville,
O., will furnish
istry, economics, education, English,
on the petitions to support the
the
State
Contest;
forHhe
Peace
Oratorical
the
rhythm
dance.
The theme
French, geology, German, Greek, his.
dance.
..
..
"Mr. Pirn . Passes By", by . A. A,
is
which
includes
Pans
Patter,
little
philPage
(Continued on
4)
tory, Latin, mathematics, music,
Milen has been selected by the Senior
figures
of
Pan,
who
nymph
spring
a
osophy, physics, political science, psy- Class Play Committee to be given on
bows
little
horn
pipes.
chology, sociology, Spanish, speech, May 7.
Lillian Kesel and Kitty Dice are the
and physical education.
The cast 'is composed both of those
The periods will run as follows:
for the dance. The decwho have previously shown their abil
first, 7:30; second, 8:30; third, 9:30;
orating committee consists of Dotty
Coleman, Betty Neufang, Mary Janet
fourth, 10:30; chapel, 11:30 Tuesday ity on the Little Theatre stage and
9
Norman M. Thomas, founder and p
...
Mengel, Marilyn Schaeffer, and Mar.
and Thursday; fifth, 1:00; sixth, 2:00; some who are new in dramatics.
ditor of the magazine, "The World
seventh, 3:00; eighth, 4:00.
garet Schreve. Marjorie Danser, Jane
The cast consist of: George, Herb
Tomorrow", and Socialist presidential
Phelps, Nancy Peel, Alice Rodgers
Rogers; Olivia, Wilma Oliver; Dinah,
candidate in the last four national
and
Alice Neff; Lady Marden,' Martha
Jane Trent are in charge of the
1 ll
elections, will be the final speaker at
program. The refreshment committee
Stark; Brian, George Phelps; Carra-wa- y
the Community Forum meeting to be
consisting of Kay Allen, Ann Douglas,
Pim,CharIes Jkeland; Anne, Sue
held in-t- he
high" school "auditorium
trouble is with your oil we have
Barbara Cooper,. Cynthia Symmondv
MacMillan.
Thursday evening, Mar. 23 at 8:15.
a remedy use "White Seal Oil."
and Janet Thomas, will provide re
This play revolves around a typical
"Drifting to a Third, World War"
(Feb. 23).
freshments during intermission. .
the subject of Mr. Thomas's ad
Really important news was played English family in which a Mr. Carra-waDr. and Mrs. Schreiber, Dr. and
Pirn, although a total outsider, dress. Few men have been heard more
head and
up with a heavy
Spencer, Mr. and Mrs. Munson
Mrs.
himself
manages
intrude
in
to
a
most
often on the various radio forums. By
four or five decks of diminishing size
'
and
Mr.
the
and Mrs. Young will be the
amusing
way
affairs
private
into
many critics Mr. Thomas is regarded
underneath. This story burst forth
chaperones.
of
each
member.
as among the foremost of American
upon the campus on Feb. 18:
For the first time since 1885,
On account of the short time re- orators on political and social subWooster has won first place in a
maining in the semester and many jects.
Mr. Thomas, native of Marion, O.,
State Oratorical Contest, although
difficulties connected with rehearsals,
Women
Draw
was
she has always maintained a high
graduated rrom Marion High
the small number in the cast is highly
"
School and Princeton University in
rank.
.
,
New Rooms, Apr. 6-1- 5
desirable.
190$. After several years of work at a
The news that Wooster had taksettlement house in New York and a
en first at Marietta was received
Room drawings for women students
world tour with the house's director,
about midnight and a crowd of
for 1943-4- 4 will be held Apr.
in
enthusiasts at once started out to
Mr. Thomas entered Union Theologi
Armjj E.R.C. May Take
NORMAN THOMAS
Holden parlor immediately
convey the intelligence to slumlunch. A room reset-ratio-n
fee of
Joint Qualification Tests cal Seminary from which he was gradbering professors and students.
uated in 1911. He served as associate
be
paid
must
the
time
number
is
a
at
and
Chapel
Church
Cuts
They were interrupted, however,
pastor of the Brick Presbyterian
drawn. This fee is refundable up to
Word has just been received that Church and pastor of East Harlem
by 'an over efficious policeman,
The first quarter of this semester August 1. The following schedule has
Army Enlisted Reserve Corps stu
all
who, unable to comprehend the
Church. During this period, he was
been posted in Kauke and the dormi
dents are eligible and urged to partithe organizer and head of the Amer ended Monday, Mar. 16. There will be tories:
reason for such an unusual demqualicipate in the Joint Army-Navican Parish, which is an association' of 9 chapel cuts and 3 church cuts al
onstration, effectually stopped
NUMBER DRAWINGS
fication
Application
Apr.
2.
tests
on
further rejoicing.
Presbyterian Churches and social agen- lowed for the second quarter. There
forms for the test must be filled out cies
April 6
'"
Junior women
Social Columns
on the upper East Side in New will be no attendance taken on Easter
April 7
Sophomore women
Social occasions were properly re- in the Placement Office early next York.
Sunday.
8- ...
April
f
t
Freshman women .
corded for posterity, although we week.
wm be taken
Memberships
Final
have our doubts about their popular
will
begin
examinations
Sat
All candidates for the test should during the meeting and all interested
ROOM DRAWINGS
ity in modern terms.
fill out the forms early next week in in' Contributing to the continuation of urday, May 1, at 8 a.m. and continue
April 13
Junior women
Wednesday evening a dozen
stead of waiting until the day of the Community Forum are urged to until the following Wednesday after
April 14
Sophomore women
the test.
come.
noon.
j.
April 15
Freshman women
.. (Continued on Pag 4)
vice-preside-

many-sided-

n

Elections for Y.W.C.A. offices were
held in chapel Tuesday, Mar. 16.
Those elected were Jane Elliott, president; Margaret Rath, vice president;
Margaret Shreve, corresponding secretary; Lucy Hunter, recording secretary; and Jane Stewart, treasurer.
Jane Elliott is a junior from Scars-dalN. Y. and an economics major.
She has been active in Y.W. work
since she was a freshman and has
previously held the positions of Y.W.
secretary and vice president. She has
been in W.A.A. and on the judicial
board of W.S.G.A. She' is vice president of the Pyramids.
Margaret Rath, a sophomore from
Wooster, is the new vice president.
She is chairman of the Red Cross
work on the campus, is active in the
speech department, and is a member
of Trumps.
Treasurer is Jane Stewart, a sophomore from Westneld, N. J. She was in
charge of the Y.W. work at the Children's Home this year, and she is in

...
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Elliott President, Selects Officers

1

Chorus To Offer Program
Including Classical,
Modern Music

Senate To Hold Final Underclass
Elections on Friday; YVCA Elects
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ASSISTANTS
Betty Gating, Cary March, Helen Chandler, Stanley Mone,
Jeanne Cattner, Anne Fiaber. Sally Wade,' Ginny Miller,
Scotty Mclntyre, Marge Page, Jeanne Wathabaugh; Fred Evana,
Betty Talbot, Bernlce Brille, Peg Miller. Anne Bowman,
Martha Ann Kelley,
Barbara Voorhiea, Eunice McAdoo,
Dick Yoder, Lee On thank, Doris Scheu, Mary Iaabel Love,
Janet Reid, Kay Buah. Loia Schroeder, Betty Neufang, Loil
Scott, Margaret Warner, Betty Waterhouae, Bill Glau.

Although this walk is hardly one that comes
up to the standard of college walks, being nei- ther of cement, brick, or. asphalt, its. wooden
planks, laid in a manner which proves there
were no surveyors present, "serves the purpose"
of keeping milady's feet and formal out of the
mud. The walk might be considered by some
with an eye for beauty, as being reminiscent
of the Shanty Irish or everTSharcT Croppers,
but still it serves its purpose. We need not say
that this is a definite proof of the old maxim,
"Necessity is the mother of invention".

--

BUSINESS ASSOCIATES
Perry Narten, Margaret Neely, Gorienne Coppock, Jean Curry,
Betty Leonard, Betty Ruaacll, Janet Kenyon, Fred Stead,
Jean Cully.
,

Spring Formal
SPRING formal, is the official an-- .
now, but we wonder just how
many students realize that they themselves
supposedly ' made this decision. In fact, we
wonder how many' students realize that there
was a question of the spring formal to be
upon at all.

ed

We should hesitate to cry "railroading" but
we feel thatjhe matter jwas not given enough
'

publicity and discussion to make the present
decision representative of student opinion.

A week

they saw this beautiful cement walk take an
abrupt right angle turn and disappear into the
abode of, music lovers. Undoubtedly though,
this beginning was the major force which con'
-- tributed to the completion of the walk .to the
Shack.

For the present time we can safely say the
subject is closed. No longer will an editor be
forced to write an editorial on the "Walk to
the Shack". We have a walk to the Shack.
It may not be of gold but we can dream can't

ago in chapel a separate meeting of

the men was called and a show of hands asked
for from those who would support a formal
now. However, by the time the count was
taken so many men had left that this was not
thought to be a fair showing.

we?

Yesterday when the freshmen, sophomores,
and juniors were voting for their Senate
a paper was placed on the desk
for them to sign if they favored the dance.
Their attention was not particularly called to
it, and many never knew it was there. Then
the list was placed on the bulletin board out'
side the dining room last night and secured
exactly two signatures.

o

es,

rep-resentativ-

At

--

break even on the dance, and they are quite
justified in. being .wary . about plunging .into
a losing venture.
However, we think the students would be
more concerned about the matter if they were
properly forewarned of it, and given a chance
to discuss it in the sections. The recent Senate
amendments on elections were excellently hand'
led; the dance question commands just as wide
student interest and should.be as fairly
,

'ii. J A
mjzsw

X

,

column. Phone

COLLEGE
STUDENTS
OBTAIN
DEGREES
OA CP.

'

week-end-

.

the smoking petition, without intend- ing any misquotation, inadvertently
used the word "impertinent" in describing our attitude toward that pa-- "
per. This might be correct enough in
the classical sense of the word, but,
popularly, it is understood as meaning disrespectful. I wish to disavow
that word entirely in such sense, "as it
was neither used nor was it in. my
thought. The petition was not impertinent, but entirely respectful. In
fact, during some twenty-fou- r
years
I have never had any word or act
from the students collectively or individually which was not respectful.
What I did deprecate was the timing,
not the tone.

.".The.

perspective

I

The sections are, however, making brave
stands, and Friday night from 842 THIRD
SECTION will be building one of its last
stands for Howdy Gorman,-maestr- o
of their
FORMAL in Babcock. Quotes one biased mem-be"I am at a loss of words to describe the
breath-takinbeauty of this gay festival".

--

7

Oveta Culp Hobby
Coveta Hulp Cobby
Gulp Gobby
Goveta Gulpobby
Obby Glub Globby
Obby Glub Globby

?

be Schining brightly

at their

of the reticence of its modest members con'
cerning publicity

...

-.
.-

The EIGHTH SECTION OPEN HOUSE
on Friday night is announcing the debut of
the Eight Ball Bat Brains, a musical organiw
tion. Not only that, George Bell is ringing up
other diversions for the three hour interlude
beginning at seven:

non-unio- n,,

At present the state of confusion still exists
and we would be afraid to predict the outcome.
The girls have signed the band and feel that
they can hardly back out of it two days before
the dance; they are also very horrified at the
thought of having a vie for a formal.

Then on Saturday night the blossoms of
Lillian Kesel's effort will bloom with the For'
sythia and pussy willows at the FRESHMAN
GIRLS FORMAL. The
Swing Kids from Canton are going to herald
the advent of Spring in lower Babcock until
'
11:30.
OFF-CAMPU- S

r,

In the afternoon the IMPS have invited the
PEANUTS for BRIDGE; and Kenny Cornp
ton will see that all hands are on decks from
3'5 in lower Babcock.
,

"The future is only the past again" but
this time the
VIC DANCE
ALL-COLLEG- E

will be in lower Galpin.

'"

"

r

GUARANTEES-Wpermane-

Anti-administrati-

.

Fed-

nt

eral Works Administration to provide
jobs for those who cannot otherwise be
fitted into industry; 3. INSURANCE
further protection against old age,
disability, etc. Reaction in Congress to
this remarkable plan was not hopeful.
forces
have
pushed it into committee for "consideration" and we can only hope that
this doesn't mean
permanent
shelving of the plan.
The following day, this discussion
on

the'

post-wa-

--

retary, to confer on war and post-wa- r
problemswith Roosevelt, Hull, Wilkie
and other United States leader sTPlans
toward a better understanding with
Russia, international cooperation to
insure peace, as well as post-wa- r
economic problems were the big topics
up for discussion.
Not to be outdone, however, the
Senate next took the spot-lighas a
Senate group composed of
Democratic Senators Hatch and Hill,
and Republican Senators Burton and
Ball presented a plan to President
Roosevelt, and later to the Senate itself, recommending that the United
States take the initiative in the creation of a Central United Nations Or.
ganization. Their idea was to call a
United Nations conference which
would touch on two great fields. First,
they would create a Supreme War
Council so as better to coordinate and
utilize military and economic resources
in the war against the Axis. Secondly,
they would deal with the establishment
of United Nation's agencies to work
out now the steps to be taken when
victory comet.
These plans are remarkably practical, detailed and
out.
Since then, however, both President
Roosevelt and Prime Minister Churchill, have come out with statements say-- r.
77 (Continued on Page 4)
t,

well-thoug-

ht

.

Navy Staff Adds
Several Officers

.

With the arrival of the second and
third contingents of Naval cadets,'
several new officers have been sta-- .
tioned at Wooster, and two of the
former officers have been advanced in
rank. Lt. Reid, the commanding of.
ficer, has been raised from Lieutenant
junior grade to full Lieutenant and
former Ensign Le Voir is now Lieutenant (j.g.)

d

r
world was. high lighted
of the
by the arrival in Washington o f
Anthony Eden, British Foreign Sec-

an

ed

ng

Basketball consists of fundamental
drills during the instructional period,
such. as dribbling, passing,, shooting,
etc. The second half of th period is
devoted to the playing of intra-squagames. (A note here is in order for
oar cadets who won their first home
game' against Ohio Wesleyan, following true Scot tradition.)

NT EC NAT 1 C N A L
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bi-partis-

im-pos-

p,

l,

.

A day for the WTS cadets begins
at
6:05 and at the present time most of
the classes are being held in the morning." The afternoon period is
devoted
to flying and two hours of the evening
is spent in class work. They
take a
course in physical education under
Coach Munson and are instructed in
military science a nd discipline by
Coach Hole.

arrival here, each man must
Un arrival
take an achievement test consisting of
a minimum of 20 pushups, 8 chins, a
sergeant's jump of 20 inches; an agil.
ity run (consisting of a miniature obstacle course to be covered in 39
seconds), and a record of chest and
abdominal measurements for a health
chart. These tests show the general
physical conditions of all who enter, - .The. 20 cadets are being housed in.
and special attention is given to the Livingstone and at 608 University
ones who are in poorer condition. As Street. They are eating in Babcock
their condition improves it will be dining room.
shown in the tests.
Like the naval cadets, the WTS
men are under the demerit system.
The sport which receives the great- Each demerit
incurs jj penalty of 30
est attention is swimming; Everything minutes work-.-Thdemerits are
in the Navy's power is done to see
by Mr. DeVeny for lateness to
that each cadet can swim before leav classes, absence
from classes, untidiing here. The deficient are placed in a ness,
etc. Below is a list of the con
class until they are able
tingent and their home town. Is there
to keep uo with the rest. The men in someone
you know?
this class must remain there until they
Edward P. Hickey, Plymouth, Mich.';
can swim even if it is at the expense
Ralph V. Higgins, Toledo, O.;
Jack
of their other sports.
W. Hoffman, Toledo, O.; William G.
In the regular swimming classes, thT Holdman, Base Line,- - Mich.' Frank
first half of the period is spent in Horak, Detroit, Mich.: Stephen G.
drills, and even if you're a second Horvath, Dayton, O.; Richard F.
Weissmuller you must go through the Hunter, Toledo, O.; Herbert N. Jes-suBattle Creek, Mich.; Donald L.
routines. The second half is spent in
Johnson,
Rochester, Mich.; Robert U.
sub swimming as it is the Navy's hope
Johnson,
Muskegon,
Mich.
that before leaving, each cadet will be
Joseph B. Joyce, Detroit, Mich.;
able to swim at least two lengths using
breast, side and back strokes, besides Harold A. Juntunen, Detroit, Mich.;
being able to do one lap under water. Robert H. Kaetzel, Bowling Green,
O.; Russel F. Kahl, Baldwin, Mich.;
'
Military Track
Theodore Kashmerick, Detroit, Mich.;
Military track is quite different Raymond
J. Kingsbury, Cleveland, O.;
from collegiate track in that the prime Robert G.
Kinlock, Detroit, Mich.;
point is to build up endurance. Daily, John W.
Kirkland, Columbus, O.;
the men take long cross country runs; Delbert
H. Kirst, Detroit, Mich.; Char-le- s
do the obstacle course; work on hurdL. Kleder, Cleveland, O.- les; and do stunts as the duck, elephant and crab walks, and the monkey, wheelbarrow, and chin carries.
After this routine the cadet is usually
in a pretty sad state of exhaustion but
the hour and a half really - isn't too
lSng when one is busy.
sub-swimmi-

d

For "the past two weeks the country
has been buzzing with news of Postwar planning. Liberal thinkers, who
have been advocating definite commitments by our government, were heart- ened and disheartened by turns as one
after another the plans were presented,
boosted, shelved or shattered.
President Roosevelt started the whole
thing when two weeks ago, he submitted to Congress two elaborate documents dealing with domestic post-wa- r
reconstruction and social security. The
plan . was drawn up by a group of
experts of the National Resources
Planning Board. Although immediately hailed as the "American Bever-idg- e
Plan," the schemes really go far
beyond the system of unemployment,
education, and sickness insurance offered, in Britain. It provides detailed
schemes for: 1. Gradual DEMOBILIZATION of the armed forces to
cushion the rapid conversion from
war to peace time economy; 2. JOB

work,

e

Postwar Planning

THEATRE PARTY on Friday night in spite

en-counter- ed

We think the union hasn't much to worry
about from a twenty dollar band, and as far
as the girls are concerned, a vie would surely
be just a good and its been done before.

""

and which, whatever its issue, is bound
The If You Mean It, Say It Felto leave unfortunate repercussions at
lowship reports seeing this sign printed
a time when we need to meet our tragic
in prominent letters in a Delaware
problems with united front.
(Ohio) grocery store: Kwitchadam-belliakin- !
Irrespective, too, ' of our church
' constituency, the general public,
which
has been most critical of our colleges
We have it on good authority that
as 'comfortable country clubs," is now the United States Navy is moving the
terrifically
and talking Brooklyn navy yard to Wooster to
in terms of discipline and
take it out of range of enemy bombs.
and we felt it particularly unfortunate This will mean that our entire plant
to raise at this time questions of re- will be taken over by June first or
laxed discipline and
thereabouts, and a rigid rationing of
It was not the tone, but the tim- champagne in these parts is expected.
Students are being 'asked to prepare
ing.
themselves, either for evacuation or
Yours very sincerely,
to take - riveting jobs- .- The - project
jCharles F. Wishart.
(Continued on Page 4)

of the

The new contigent of the WTS under the auspices of the CAA arrived
on the campus Monday, Mar. 15.
These boys under the direction of Mr.
DeVeny will undergo the usual train,
ing period of eight weeks. During this
period they will take 240 hours of
ground school and 35 hours of flying

Achievement Test

.

more'and'more'feminine
campus social life.

weeks ago the off'campus fresh;
SEVERAL
man girls arranged for a band from Louis'
ville, Ohio, to play for their formal Saturday
evening, March 27. Since then they have
quite a bit of difficulty because their
band is
and the campus has a
and
used
is
union agent
to hiring only union
bands.

'

LIFE

'DARK WINDOWS'
DEATH
RESURRECTION
TRIUMPH

By JOHN BATHGATE
The New Yorker is the darndest
thing we read. The genius who writes
the Talk of the Town section and the
little column end pieces has a way of
saying things in " a clever way - we
can't. For example, there is that bit
about Mrs. Oveta Culp Hobby's name
in last week's issue. Now, that name
has been bumbling around in this
column's head for months. Something,
we felt quite sure, could be done with
such a combination of euphonicalness
(that, friends, is a word cf. Webster, if you doubt us). But while the
intoxicating sounds were percolating
in our subconscious, just bubbling
for expression, that psychic plagiarist
out East got giddy with his typewriter
and pounded out the following:

Just now all our teaching and administrative JoTcesreKQrking overtime and worrying over tremendous
problems concerning the future of the
country and the College. We deprecate
the injection of an issue which is by
its nature, divisive and controversial,

ht

and his fellows are given 1 Vi hours of
physical education daily. The period
is divided; the first half being instruc-t'ona- l,
arid the second half is spent
playing in the sports program. While
he is here, ' each cadet must participate in six sports, spending two weeks
at each.

Cabbage

The young ladies who reported
their interview with me relative to

future is. only. the past again" with
muddy footprints from Navy donations or a'

..

NINTH will

On the other hand the agents threaten to
keep all union bands away from the campus
if a non'union band plays here. This jeopar-dize- s
the sophomore-junio- r
prom band situation. Just how real their threat is, we cannot

DAY OF HER DEATH.
3 BOOKS WERE

Petition

On Smoking

W.T.S. Cadets
Begin Instruction

Wooster. Here he is assigned to a
platoon and, with another platoon, he

To the Editor of the Voice:

g

Union Bands

pre-flig-

LINGUISTICS PROFESSOR AT
BRYN MAWR COLLEGE.READ
BOOKS A DAY UP TO THE

"THE YEARS

-

d

proval. Once approved he is sent to
school, in this instance
a

HER LAST

ERSITY IN THE WORLD NOT LOCATED WITHIN 2000 MILES OF ANOTHER UNIVERSITY

week-en-

:

DR. EVA FIESEL

,

3

The a of Hawaii is the only uni- v-

Prexy Writes Sland

ft

Vr J.

ce.

Trump informaland Pyramid party of last

,

But let us start at the beginning and look at the how and why of
the story. The why is physical fitness and coordination; the how follows.
At the induction center each cadet
gets a thorough physical before ap-

self-indulgen-

Now that the campus laryngitis (no Voice)
has broken into its weekly discourse again,
perhaps weshpuld mention theJioover format

.

TAYLOR
I swear that I'll never do it
again." Every Monday some cadet is heard to say these words as his
muscles wrestle with themselves through the Navy's physical fitness
program.

jljM

-

OF ALL

self-denia-

J

898-R-

cam put
aervice
aervice
of thia

Strenuous Athletic Program Keeps
Navy Men In Top Physical Shape

rtSsoi-

r,

ay..'

A
fa

"Gee fellows! What a

war-minde-

By ELEANOR HOMAN

--

The Senate must be sure of one hundred and
thirty couples at $1.3Q each before they can
.

V
it

A

Editor's note: Thia column hat been detigned for the purpoat of pjtaenting to the
available, It it hoped that it can become
column for the men in the
here on the camput and it it with that view in mind that we extend to' all
men to contribute anything which ther feel would be enjoyed by all to the editor
all aervice new

By BOB

Through the years the highest point which
the hopes of the walk advocates have reached
came at the time when the walk was begun
from the library to the new practice house.
It was with tears in the eyes of these people that

NOnouncement

de-cid-

I

RATPuimrrrr
"BATCH1MG
FOR THEM
SELVES

destructiveness, Seventh Section (giving credit
where credit is due) planned and executed the
major construction job with? the employment
of the services of their neophites.

STAFF ASSOCIATES
.

-

PENSES

&

This action has been taken by members of
the student body themselves. In vain have the
students wailed at the feet of the administrators for a walk to the Shack. Finally this year,
when Hell Week reached a new low in

Auditor

'

'

MANY" CUT EX-

,

Editor
Editor
Editor
Editor
Editor
Make-up
Editor
-Advertising Manager
Manager
Advertising
Assistant
Circulation Editor

Earl Nelson
Dick Caton

Barbara

Editor-in-Chi-

,

BOARD AND ROOM

First of all we want to clarify our position
in this matter. It is not our purpose to raise
a cry at the time when building materials are
scarce and manpower even more so, that materials and facilities which could be put to better
purposes should be turned to such a task. It is
only our purpose to point out the cry still
exists and that at last someone has taken action
along this line.

Associate
Sports
Managing
Copy
Feature

Jo Bindley

Haat-Ell-

.

A WEEK FOR

By JOB BINDLEY

1

MG THE FABULOUS
PRICE CMI.50

.

RcprcttnMd for National AoWtiainf by National Adveitiaing
Service, Inc. 420 Mduon Ave., New York. N. Y.

Dorothy Rkkard
Herb Ro

THE DUFFEL BAG

Students of
a century ago
BALKED AT fW- -

several years now, it has been the polFOR
icy to write at least one editorial on the
familiar theme, 'The Walt to the Shack".
-- This is a subject which is very near and dear
to many Wooster students. - All during our
college career we have heard it urged that
such a walk has an absolute necessity to campus life, and with this thought in mind, we
now undertake to seize the torch thrown down
to us by our predecessors and hold aloft again
-- the issue of a walk to the Shack.

Hoveta

ESTABLISHED
Fublictffaa l Tk

,

'
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Three other sports of interest are
tumbling, soccer, and wrestling. Tumbling has as its purpose the coordina-- '
tion of as many muscles as possible.
Among the events which the cadets
undertake are handsprings, rolls of all
- sorts, stunts - on - the - paralle- bars,
lclimbing the rope, etc.
Wrestling
Wrestling requires considerable

Below is a list of the officers
field of work:

their

--

and
-

Lt. William Reid, Commanding Of-- .
ficer; Lt. (j.g.) Coppeck, Executive
Officer; Lt. Commander Woodworth,
M.D.; Lt. (j.g.) E. Gordon, Military,
Entertainment, and Welfare Officer;
Lt- (jg.) Weber, Military Officer;
Lt. (j.g.) Welch, Recognition.

in-

Ensign Bradshaw, Recognition; Enstruction due to the number of holds
sign
Stoddard, Recognition; Ensign
and breaks which one must master beMac
Ritchie, Navigation; Lt. (j.g.)
fore he can take on an experienced
V. A. Le Voir, AthTetics; Ensign Herb
opponent.

Maack, Athletics; Ensign S. D. Ray,
Soccer is played to build up the Athletics; Ensign Palmer, Supply OC
men's endurance. With the coming of ficer.
Spring, the men will start on boxing,
so.ftball, tennis, golf, and other recreational sports on Sundays.

Navy Cadets To
Organize Paper

Once a week the squads compete
against each other in their sports.
These squads are 12 in number and
are named after flying boats as:
The Navy cadets will soon be pubDevastators,
Catalinas,
Helldivers,
lishing their own news sheet. The paMariners, Kingfishers, etc.
per will be under the editorship of
Cadet Edward J. Franks, and Lt. (j.g.)
Cadet Leaden
Because of there being only three E. Gordon will act as advisor to the
physical education officers aboard, publication.
some instruction is handled by cadet
Plans are not very definite as yet.,
leaders picked for their ability and ex- A name has not even been selected,
perience. This plan has worked most but the paper will come
out every-tw- o
successfully for the cadet in charge
weeks. The staff will use the Voice
has the same role as an officer.
offices as headquarters for their four
.

Thus hats off to Lt. (j.g.) Le Voir column, four page sheet.
and his aides, for a swell job of conThe first issue will come out
ditioning.
day,
Mar. 30. '
.

Tues-
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Experienced Coaching Stall Surveys Sports Situation
.

--

- JiT -

-

Sports Editor

v,y

....

each other anywhere. Along with having a good evening's entertainment
you will also be helping the MSGA
and will make the participants feel
that they have not been wasting their
time. How about it, let's have a big
turn-ou- t
for a worthy cause.
Coach Mose Hole hat had his
vanity tennis team practicing all
week on the hard court behind
Kenarden. Anyone wishing to try
out for the squad should see Mose.
Anyone interested in trying out"
for track or baseball should see
Johnny Swigart or Munse. Plenty
of men have been lost in all these
sports since last season, so there
is lots of room for anyone with a
little ability and a lot of ambition.
--

-

With the close of the intramural
basketball season, the next stop for
the Sections will be intramural volleyball if enough people are interested.
Mose sayt that if enough boyt want it
some sort of play-of- f
tournament can
be run even if a league cannot be
formed. If any of you Sections desire
a tournament see Mose this week and
tell him that you are interested. With
Softball season just around the corner
it might be foolish to attempt to organize a league, but it seems that a
tournament is, definitely in order.
Plant are under way for the
intramural Softball season. Coach
Hole announced that the sottball
season will continue this year as
in previous years. It is not known
how many Sections will be able to
tinnlv a team this vear with so
many of the fellows in the armed
services, but it is hoped that all

'

.

WltatyouBufHJitk
WAR STAMPS
Many of the vital things our air
fighters need cost very little. Any
Schools At War program participant can easily buy enough War
Stamps to pay for one of them.

--

OTP2

25-ce-
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Wanted: A Catcher
Another problem is to find a man
to fill Bob Sanborn's shoes behind the
plate. Three freshmen, Busack, Tread-weland Stout are trying out for the
catcher's job. Stew Cooper has had
experience behind the plate, but pre
fers the outfield.
The candidates are: Cooper, Cook,
l,

Rutledge, Fulkman, Treadwell, Williams, Lane, Katherman, Weigandt,
Deidrick, Busack, Warnock, Stocker,
Quale, Weitzel, Weiss, August, Ko- vach, Benson, Kuhn, Renner, Wright,
and Corry. Several otljer prospects are
expected to report by the end of this

nt

pre-gam-

.

hi -

Large Squad Reports For Track
Practice; Prospects Seem Bright

--

r,

'7

n,

pole-vaulte- r;

Women's!

NATIONAL BANK

George II. Lahn
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Commercial Banking

and Trust Company
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HELPTfO THE AXIS!
WAR

tt.

...President

C. G7'wlLLiAMS
C. I. CORRELL
.

'

ce-president
-Vi-

and Trust Officer.

JOLUFF S AUTO SUPPLY

Sodas Sundaes

Ast't Cashier

RUGBY

HELEN E. ALLSPAUGH
Att't Cashier

Fine Wool Quality

J. KING

--

MEMBER
Federal Reserve System
Federal Deposit Insurance
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Hear Your Favorite Records
Harry James, Jan Garber,
Sammy Kay and many others

SWEATERS

DBUG STOBE
C A M E R A S

The Friendly Store

A Complete Line

Oldest and
Largest Bank

Combine Looks,

,

-

-

- All Types and

Sleeveless Style

Snyder Studio

Blue, Etc.
4

MISTER

to $2.9- 5Brenner Bros.
$1.95

SHOE STORE

Millions

of

chil-

dren are buying them
regularly as their share
in the national savings
program.
Will the Government accept
a personal check in payment
for a Bond?
A. Yes; subject to coDec--'
lion.
If both coownert ef a War
Savings Bond die before the
Bond is presented for re-

Q.

demption,
money?

who

gets

the

A. The estate of the
whose death took
place last.

co-ow-ner

Popular Tones in Camel,
Canary, Luggage, Airforce,

RIGHT
PRICE

-

Accessories

Comfort and Wear

A. Yes.

.

$600,000.00

These Shoes
Are Popular
Because They

By CA CVseftstt

Q.

CAPITAL and SURPLUS

Established in 1845

,

--

Wooster, Ohio

Corporation

Wayne County's

'I

lll

Goll-iwogg-

C.

WAYIIE COUNTY

ng

--

W. J. BBRTOLBTTB
Cashier and Secretary
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Fifih Downs Seventh;

.

previous years. Practice suits were is
sued to about 25 playert last Tuesday.
The returning Scots ' are Deidrick,
August, Kuhn, Katherman, West, and
Weiss. Along with these men there are
tome promising freshmen and sophb- a
more candidates. vIt the treshmen
show the ability, they will be allowed
to play this year.
Schedule Not Yet Complete
A complete schedule of games has
not been assured as yet, but plans are
in the fire to play two games each
with Kent State, Ashland, and Mus
kingum. It is hoped that at least one
game will be scheduled with Ohio
Wesleyan.
One of the big problems at present
is the coaching situation. Johnny Swi
gart, who has coached the diamond'
men in recent years, it too busy teaching the navy to devote full time to the
team. Mose Hole it going to help out
whenever he has the time. Mose will
probably have to make tome of the

.

The airspeed indicator which tells
a pilot the rate at which he travels
toward his target costs $17.50, or 70
War Stamps. There are
not many high school pupils who
cannot save enough out of earnings
nr Qiinwnnrpa to buv 70
War StamDS. Don't" merely ask
Dad and Mom for the extra 25
cents. To do your share for victory
kv nrnviriinir Uncle Sam with fundi
:. for airspeed
indicators and other
war needs, make some sacrmce.
Do without some luxury. There is
ptlcnl natriotism in buying
ueuuuou WS1t)
juu
uonas ana Biamps, L.aaliaa
back to you
come
will
Savings
War
ith intprost in ceacetime. when
civilian goods will again be plenti
17. S. Trntury Dtpartmtn$
ful.

The program for the evening consists of seven wrestling matches, seven
boxing matches, a pillow fight with the contestants in barrels, a boxing
match with gloves covered with lamp,
black, a fencing match, and a big
finale. The announcer will be Mose
Hole. If Mose runs true to form this
should be worth the price of admission
in itself. The referee will be Lt.(j.g.)
La Voir and the judges will be EnLast week Fifth Section won the signs Mack and Ray and Lt. Reid.
intramural basketball championship
Girls Must Sit in the Balcony
by upsetting Seventh, the defending
champions, 19 to 14 in a tightly
All the girls attending will be re
fought game. Both teams were unde- quired to sit in the balcony. The men
"
I
feated this season going into this can sit either in the balcony or on the
f I J
I
I
,
I
!
i
game. Comparative scores and other main floor.
I
I
e
data made Seventh a ttrong
.
I
The entire proceeds will go to the
favorite.
MSGA to attempt to remove this or
The game was primarily a defensive ganization from the red for the first
game with Fifth showing the way. time in several years. MSGA Presii
dent .Tony Gervasio, sayt that the
Seventh's game all season has been
male students had better attend or be
centered around fast breaks under
the basket by Douglass and Halter. in the exhibition.
This fast break was completely botThe wrestling matches will end with
tled up by Fifth. The Kappas were two throws or a five minute limit. The
aj&oiiri
fe"-- f
x i
- v
on their heels from the opening wrestling
contestants will be: Lykot
Courteay Wootter Daily Record whistle and never got off them. Bob
Wiebusch vs. Colwell; Hall
Ferris,
Douglass, Seventh's offensive threat, vs.
(Pictured left to right: Johnny Swigart, Carl B. Munson, Mose Hole, and Bill Schroeder
played most of the game although ill. vs. Osberg; Rogers vs. De Bolt; Glatz
Wise, R. Whiston, J. Sommer, N.
Fifth's offense was built around vt. Buchanan; Relph vs. Jones; and
Helm, and M. Rath.
John Clay and John Perm. Both of Gesignet vs. Herbert.
Swimming - Exhibition - Given
:
these fellows played a hard, fast game.
Seven Boxing Matches Scheduled
The other attraction of the evening Penn, Fifth's freshman star, was high
The boxing matches will consist of
was the swimming exhibition and meet. point man with 6 points. He wat
events, and it is hoped that he may P. Metcalf, P. Workman, and R. closely followed by Clay with 5 points. three two minute rounds with the
The turnout for the 1943 track tea-to- n develop into a good vaulter.
Whiston respectively placed in the Bill Glatz wat high tcorer for the judges deciding the winner. The box
lookt very promising with about
Freshmen Look Good
two length free-styl- e
race. Martha other team with 4 points.
ing contestants will be: Cordova vs.
39 men reporting. There are only four
A very promising group of fresh Brosius,
Jo Fuller, Jane Minton, BarHeflin; Carr vt. Brown; Ward vs.
The final ttandings are:
lettermen returning this year. They men have reported to Coach Munson. bara Starkweather, Pat Workman, and
t
Temanus; Davidson vs. Conrad; Ma- It is too far in advance to make any Pat Cooper gave a
Lost
Won
are: Capt. Luke Hall, Roger Stone-burnepretty display of Section
predictions about the outcome of the
zorak vs. Kennedy; Nachtman vs.
Fifth
water nymphs at play. Jean Sommer,
0
Norman Wiebusch,and Danny season, but regardless of the
outcome, Alice Caldwell,
Hardin; and Hill vs. Coates.
1
Seventh
6
Jane Stawart, Kay
Cordova. Don Halter, another letter-ma- the Scots will be in there fighting.
Allen, and Jean Hurst demonstrated
Sixth
2
5
This Stunt Night promises to be a
The squad had been practicing inhas a foot ailment and may not
s
3
Third
4
at work, that is,
worthwhile attair, so come on out and
side, but Wednesday they went out- be out thit year.
techniques. There was also com.
3
First
4
watch the Masked Marvel take on the
side and will remain there, weather petitive diving, with the talents of E.
5
Second
2
The brunt of the coming season will permitting. So far, three meats have
"
s
Mighty Midget in the battle of the
1
Kelsey, P." Metcalf,' and R. Whiston
Ninth
6
probably fall on these lettermen and been scheduled, but Coach Munson is
being judged in that order. '
Eighth
7
0
century. Lots of people have been
the other men returning from last expected to have three or four more.
complaining about the lack of thin its
season's squad. Returning again this The tentative schedule as it stands is:
to do, so bere is something new and
Apr. 24, Denison at Granville; Apr.
year are Perry Narten, 440 and dis28, Mount Union at Wooster and
different for an evening.
.
tance man; Bill Glatz, a weight man
May 14, Oberlin at Oberlin.
to be watched this year; Dick Ebright,
a distance man; John Clay, a
Jewelry
Watch Repairing
Jim Donaldson, a distance
I
KO'D
MAN
EVERY
JOE HAS
DS
man; and Jim Thompson, a dash
WHO HELp TWE. HEAVYWEIGHT
:
JEWELER
,...,.
jLVWUman. ,
.TITLE SINCE GENS TUNNV? Hfes
-221 Bast Liberty St
Wiebusch Returns
Diamonds
Parker Pens
The squad will benefit greatly by
the return of Norm Wiebusch, a dash
Last week the WAA indulged in
man who was not in school last seaof its annual exhibitionism and
some
son. He earned his letter in his sophoV,
Jjr, 1
modestly
proud of the results. The
is
t4
more year. Roger Stoneburner star
by
Lenore
Dance
led
Modern
group,
Scot weight man is back, and along
with Bill Glatz, will carry the load in Dunlap, started the ball rolling on
the weight department. Captain Luke Tuesday night, with a program in coHall is expected to again shine in his operation with the Country Dance
NOW JOE IS A SERGEANT
,.
Q. What kind of Bonds are War
group. The latter group presented a
a
field, the. distance events. Danny
i Savings Bonds?
will again be in there in the square dance and a cowboy schottischeT
A. Ther are aDnredaiioji
The former group followed with
dash and field events.
Bonds, that is, they are
Cakewalk, Song, To the Sea,
sold on a discount basis
,year's
The loss of Let Thomas, last
After issue, they . in ..
Jalouise, Circus women- and Dress
captain,-- and Dale Hudson, will be a Rehearsal, giving their own interpre
crease in value, reach
big factor in the outcome of the sea.
, ins; their full value in
Mactations to the music of Debussy,
10 yean. The increase
son. Hudson was Munse't star dash Dowell, Gade, Copland and Scriabin.
in
value, which you re---uman, and could always be counted on
ceive when yon redeem
r' i
vttiBadminton Championship Begins
the Bonds, is the interto pick' iip some points in his event.
The Sports Night Wednesday was
est an your investment.
Freshman Paul Spurney seems to be opened with the championship match
Q. How long will War Savings
the best bet for this department. of
the badminton tournament. Ann
Bonds and Stamps be en
Thomas' thoet will also be hard to Ferguson defeated last year's chamsale?
OF YOUR INCOME
INVEST 10
fill as will those of Jack Muxworthy,
pion Lois Wilson. Next the Hellions,
A. No time Emit has been
BONDS
IN
one of Wooster't better pole vaultert. champions of their basketball league,
The sale will conV. 8. Trtarnry DtpL
John Clay will be in the pole vault triumphed over Trumps, champions WSS713B
tinue until it is stopped
at the discretion of the
of theirs, the score of48 to 12. N.
.. Secretary of the Treat-nr- y.
'
Campbell, A. Ferguson, M. Wilmer,
N. Parkinson, P. Bryant, P. Douglas,
Q. Can children purchase War
Savings Stamps and Bonds?
M. Swanson, and P. Trenier played on
Yes We Have
the winning team. The Trump players were G. Polen, J. Hurst, P. Russell, M. Danforth, J, Lorimer, G.

Snares League Title

Warm weather hat brought out the
baseball players and the College of
Wooster will again have a team as in

PATRONIZE
OUR

i

M.S.G.A. To Receive Entire Proceeds of Stunt Night
Presentation; Sale of Tickets Begins Monday

'I

Baseball Players

-

.

The Stunt Night- - being - sponsorei by Coach Munson and the MSGA
be held on Wednesday night, Mar. 31, at 7:30 in the gym. Th
exhibition will be open only to students and members of the faculty. The
price of admission will be the small sum of 15c m person.

Suits Issued To

.

It

, v

-

'

will

busy with gym classes, track, baseball,
and tennis. Another factor is that
many of the fellows will not be back
to school next year, in fact it is questionable if enough will be back to
have a team, so it seems foolhardy to
practice now.

week:

'

WW

The Stunt Night that it being held next Wednesday, teems to be the only
sports event on the local calendar until the spring sports swing into action.
This exhibition should be well worth attending. The wrestling match between
Lykoi and Ferris thould be the high tpot of the evening. Cordova and
Hen in are two pretty fair boxert and thould also put on a good match.
Thit affair started out as an exhibition for the public, but the MSGA
is now sponsoring it in an attempt to
the Sections will come through
pay the debt incurred when they held
with a good team.
a dance "last year. Every fellow in
Johnny Swigart has said that no
school thould feel that part of thit
debt it hit and shoujd be willing to attempt will be made this year to have
Too
contribute even if an outright dona- any spring football practice.
tion was requested. There have been many of the fellows are out for other
lots of complaints floating around with sports and time is too valuable at
the feeling that Wooster has 'gone present to practice more than one
stale' that there is never anything sport at. a time. Furthermore none of
new and different to do. Here's your the coachet would have time to direct
Swigart and
opportunity to do something different the tpring sessions.
for at least one night, and 15c is a Schroeder are too busy teaching the
small price to pay to see fellows ruin Navy and Mose and Munson are too

-

--

By EARL NELSON

Munson Presents
Boxing, Wrestling
ShowWednesday

V.'W. W.

''-

TLrte

8

--Photog-

raphers

PHONE 16

and Photographic Supplies

Remember the longer
yon keep War Bends
p to 10 years, the mom
valuable they become

EAST LIBERTY at BEVER
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t
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Girls WU1 Sing

Self-Governmen-

CHAPEL

ts

In Concert Next Approve Seniors
For Chaperones
Thursday, Apr. 1

Friday, Mar. 26 Dr. Wishart, no- tices, student meetings.
Tuesday, Mar. 30 Separatechapel.
Wednesday, Mar.

Thursday, Apr.

soloists will present the group to the
Joanne Gault, Margaret
Goldsmith, Dorothy Henderson, Mar
tha Milburn, Deny Mmet, Marjorie
Rydstrom, Gloria Spencer, and Jean

' audience,

Stratton,
The Chorus brings the program to
a close with a mixed group of songs:
The Flower Song from "Lakme" by
Delibes, with Eileen Palmer as soloist;
The Maidens of Sandomir from Mous.
sorgsky's "Boris Godounoff"; George
Gershwin's Summertime from "Porky
and Bess"; and lastly, Rudolf Friml's
Giannina Mia.

former years the Girls' Chorus
has given several programs away from
home, but due to present transport
don difficulties, all of the appearances
this year have been in the city of
Chorus has al
Wooster. The 1942-4- 3
ready won recognition through its
appearance in the fall concert of music
in conjunction with the Men's Chorus
of Wooster College, in a program
presented at the Victory Exposition in
Wooster, and in various chapel pro
grams.

College Orators Win

Honors in Contests

- Senior

--

Self-Gover-

A

E

T

We've had some real evidence from
good old mother nature of' the approaching spring but is there any
evidence in your own appearance?
New clothes are a wonderful help but
they can't do it alone. Think first of
what you're putting those new clothes
on or even what you're going to put
last year's clothes on.
. Perhaos' it is an new shade of Un
stick that you need. Match your nails
with your lipstick with the care that
you would match your spring accessories, after all they are your natural
accessories and therefore deserve an
equal amount of attention. REVEL-ON'- s
matching lipstick and nail polish is the perfect answer. You have
a wide choice in shades of the Revelpn
products but I suggest "1942" as being the most versatile. It is bright,
' but not too bright, it is red,' but
hot
red, it's just one of those colors that
everyone can wear with everything.
Try it and see how much happier and
"
more vivacious you look, ...
To- give your skin a clear and
radiant look use a powder that has
been made especially for you. For $
you can get a box of CHARLES OF
THE RITZ powder blended with the
care of an artist for your very own
complexion and personality. It's a
lasting velvety powder that is made
even lovelier by a delicate, fresh odor.
Give your rejuvenated self the finishing touches of glamour with a
brand new LUCIEN LELONG cologne. "Sirocco" is the pass word. It's
the freshest and most enh chanting
scent you've ever whiffed.
Come on girls, Spring is here, let's
make the most of it.
Carol Scott.

ir

their

te

"

(

Pre-Flig-

To Present Recitals
recital tonight by Eileen
an organ recital .Tuesday,
June Whitmer are sched'
presented in the College

A voice
Palmer and
Mar. 30 by
uled to be
Chapel.

Parker's "Hora

Novissima"-

-

for . the

Dances Require
Union Musicians

service of April 18.

To the Editor:
In order to clarify to student organPresenting as subjects for meditation
Mar. 28 and Apr. 4 two short bio izations who hire orchestras for
graphical studies, entitled "Simon of dances, I wish to state that Wooster
Cyrene" and "Barabbas", Dr. Doug College campus has been and is under the jurisdiction of the American
lass will preside.
Federation of Musicians, Mansfield
Lenten Vesper services will replace
Local 159, effective Apr. 15, 1942.
Sunday Evening Forum on Sunday,
H. E. Beilstein
Mar. 28. These vesper services are
Secretary of Local 159
sponsored by the Big Four in coop
As
student
the
agent I wish to make
eration with Westminster Church.
this statement more clear. This simply
means that any orchestra dance held
W.S.G.A. Representatives on the campus must be played for by
n
union musicians)
musicians
permitted to play on the
are
not
Members of the Administrative
campus.
board of the W.S.G.A. elected in
Oscar Schrader, Jr.
Barchapel Tuesday are, freshmen,
sophomores, Jeanne
bara Cooper;
Swan and Jo Fuller; juniors, Helen
Hibbs. The members of the Judicia
The Northern Ohio intercollegiate
board will be chosen at house meetlegislative association will meet at John
ings in the girls' dormitories. The inCarroll university on Saturday, Mar.'
stallation of the newly elected officers
27. Students Robert Kerr, James Glas.
and boards of the WSGA, YWCA,
gow, Herbert Rodgers, and David
and the WAA will take place in sep
Neely will attend from Wooster. The
worn
arate chapel next Tuesday.-Thmeeting will deal with practice in parlen will meet in the chapel.
iamentary procedure, especially with
the passing of bills.
LOST:' Lady's" gold wrist watch, mak "On Monday, Mar. 29", the debaters
er's name J. A. Merrill Co. on face. will meet for the Shreve BusinessCall 1633-W- .
. Reward.
men's Club. Robert Kerr, Donald
Coates, Herbert Rodgers and David
Neely will be the speakers.
.

The organ program includes: Pre
lude and Fugue in G, Bach; Jagged
Peaks from "Mountain Sketches,"
Clokey; Pastorale, arr. by Clokey;
Festival
Clair de Lune, Karg-ElerToccata, Fletcher; Pastoral Sonata in
Intermezzo.
PastoraleG. op.5 88"
-

CITY TAXI
812
DAY

--

non-unio-

Debaters Association

e

EXCUSE US
if we're a lit tie

NIGHT

,

WOOSTER
THEATRE

...

(Continued from Page 2)
Miss Hladia Porter who has car
calls for a flooding of the Killbuck
ried on .mi wiNrjJKork in.-- . India valley' and-V- " Z.'Zl-2i'the Ohto H '
l
spoke on the economic life"bfIndia
River to accommodate larger ships and
at a meting of THB Corporation last
aircraft carriers. BaBcock and Holden
night.
will not be used by the navy, alBecause of the important
though there is a possibility that lowplayed by India in present world af ers Holden and Babcock may be
fairs, Miss Porter's address was of par- commandeered for the storing of the
ticular significance.
larger type guns. No official announcement of these plans has yet
come forth. But we were reliably inDelta Phi Alpha
formed of them by a barber of impeachable character who heard it from
There will be a meeting of Delta a fellow whose brother-in-lais a
Phi Alpha next Tuesday night at 8 plumber working on the campus who
o'clock. At this meeting papers will be told him that one of the college waitpresented by Betsy Ross, Eleanor Web- ers overheard two naval officers disster, Lois Schroeder, and Norman cussing the matter at luncheon one
Krebbs on Goethe and Faust.
day last week.
--

part

.

--

International Front
(Continued from Page 2)
ing that any attempt to work out
such a detailed schemes now might
lead to squabbling which would hinder
the war effort, although both men say
sincerely that - the - United - Nations
should agree upon certain "broad
principles" to be followed after we
have won the war. This leads inevitably to the question how broad is
"broad"? If by such a term is meant
only more pious wishes such as the
Atlantic Charter offers, than many
of us would take 'Our chances with
the "squabbles". There seems to be a
need for some definition of terms. At
any rate the Senate has given over
proposals to
the study of all post-wa- r
a Committee of Ten, headed by Sen
ator George of Georgia, who is somewhat a pessimist, but containing illustrious 'figures of both parties and of
various viewpoints. It remains to be
seen whether this Senate group and
remember it is the Senate which ul
timately decides our international com.
mitments will. turn into a quiescent,
impotent "study" group, or whether
they will rise above it and lay before
the upper, house some really worth
while plans for it to act upon.
The International Club

'

w

SH

Y

A

A bird's eye view of the world was
presented at a meeting of the International Relations club last night in
lower Babcock, when each member
gave a three minute review of current
news as his name was called on the
roll.

This practice of - assigning each
member a country to report upon has
Spring is here. Ah,' spring! The
proven satisfactory in obtaining
return of the robin, the bees, the buds
brief news reviews at the and flowers, leaves and green grass
club meetings.
and the obstacle course, damnitall!
-

up-to-the-min-

Ramey Teaches Navy
Naval classes in aircraft engines
and aerology are being taught by Mr.
Ramey, of the Alumni Fund. He is
taking the place of Mr. R.H. Hunter,

FRIDAY

Jpil

'A

-- -

.

Alan Ladd in

hold its next
meeting Tuesday, Mar. 30 in the Big
Four room. There will be election of

"Immortal Sergeant"

-45-

n

c-WOOSTER

show you our new
ALL

WOOL'

about a CAREER
tfhc eiVILIAH F

IEGIN MONDAY,

So many wives and girl friends
have wished they could enjoy the
distinctive "Manly" tailoring of
our men's coats, that we've made
the wish come true! With blushing pride, therefore, we present
ladies' topcoats
colorful
sparkling with the spirit of spring
all-wo-

E3
I

DAIRIES
Cleveland Rd.

C K

flC

II LOTION

I

11

I

II

man-tailore- d

Application btanki will be furnished on request.

HSEf.Mll

BUREAU FOR RETAIL TRAINING

UNIVERSITY

Of NTTSIUIwH

Nttibarak. fa.
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HARRIET
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ounces

00
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to prevent and soothe chapped,

rough hands, knees, elbows,
ankles - as an aid to ffiake dry,

if
;

flaky skin
H

satin-smoot-
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AN AGENT IN EVERY DORM

PHONE '38

'

E. Liberty St.

SKIN

FLOWER-FRES- H

NAVY MEN
Make Your

Week-en-

d

.

.

. .

Reservations Early

For You and Your Guests at

Weaves.
Size 12 to 20

NICK AHSTER

---

.-

Phone 51

Have Your Formals Cleaned by

Tweeds and Smooth

$29.50

Liberty St.

cleanser. Also use after washing

SuititHFiniiiToircli

handsomely tailored by the
tame firm that makes our men's
coats!

JUNE 28, AND SEPTEMBER 27, 1143

153 E.

A beauty necessity. Ideal hand

SKIN 1

Madison Ave.

ol

Chesterfields and
Swaggers

rW5S! Optometrist.

12

FARM

,

"

W. T. WATSON

SPECIAL VALUE

TOPCOATS
For Ladies!

IZovj

of

SMOOTH SKIN

HAK

1

White Lenses....2.00 to 2.50
Tinted Lenses....2.50 to 3.00
Frames repaired while you wait

Coal and Builders' Supplies

"American Empire'!.

Henry Fonda in

DUPLICATED

HADDOCK

NEXT TO SCHINE'S

... but we'd love to

BROKEN LENSES

officers and selection of representatives
to Ohio Area Conference. Ensign Le
Voir will be the guest speaker who will
speak on the Navy's physical pnv
gram.

Fresh

plus

A a student, you've doubtless asked yourself many
timet what you ought to do to help win this war. What can you
study that will be of practical assistance?
The Retail Bureau at the University of Pittsburgh is offering
new opportunity to college upperclassmen to be trained for a
successful career in retailing while gaining actual working experience at a steady weekly salary. You will receive regular undergraduate credit for. your work at the Bureau, you'll earn a
weekly income in a Pittsburgh department store, you'll be
snaking a definite contribution to civilian wartime morale at
the tame time piling up experience toward a career.
Pitt's Retail Bureau came into being during World War I
to help retailer replace executives and junior executives lost
to the armed force and government services. In this war, we're
bringing 24 yean of successful store service to the problem of
training new people. And we believe opportunities in retailing
bare never been greater than they are right now.

will

GRAY and SON

Beulah Bechtel

S.

lege girls

tend.

The Y.M.C.A.

Compliments

"Lucky Jordan"

SUN.-MON.-TUE-

The administration, faculty and colare cordially invited to at-

Y. M. C. A.

who resigned.

Be a cute civilian in a

SATURDAY

-

respective residences Sunday, Mar. 28
from 2 to 5.

meeting.

IIUCCCID

.

M.S.G. A. Open House

The Psychology club will meet to
The M.S.G.A. after a meeting of
night at 7 o'clock in the Psychology
the
head residents of Campus Lodge,
room. This is an open meeting and
Harmony
Hall and Bowman Hall, are
anyone especially interested in Psy
sponsoring
an Open House in the
chology is invited to come to this

Frederic March

"I Married a Witch"

ute

Psychology

Veronica Lake
"

The former is all very confidential,
of course. And we might add that
there is absolutely no truth to the
rumor now circulating that college
girls are requested to register with
the Pean ofWomen to handle the
large volume of christening. This is
handled entirely by the Navy itself
through regular Navy department
channels.

International

"

Enjoy Italian Spaghetti
On Sunday
at the

'MANLY' TAILORED

NEW SEMESTERS

e

per-

sonals they are said to gossip;
when the personals are lacking
the paper is not newsy. If you
publish long articles they take up
space which might have been devoted to something more pointed;
if you publish short ones, they
are too concise and abstract to
If ' you
be of any interest
imfaculty,
you
are
the
criticize
they
do
you
not
if
pertinent;
have you beneath their thumb.
Amen.

As the schedule for next September is. not completed, the
Book Store will be unable to buy
used texts until May 1, At that
time they will buy all texts 'that
have been used either semester
of this year.

at iirst

girl-sh- y

WEDNESDAY-THURSDA-

wul-liv-

And Kings

'

THE Corporation

ht

e

Palmer and Whiimer

,
they
"space;' if :CZprb-otin penury. If they have

Cabbages

CLUBS

in 1893

culates among the most critical
people in the world. If the editors have advertisements . in the
paper they will be said to' cheat
their subscribers out of valuable

1)

sportive sophomores drove over
hill and dale, beneath the twinkling stars and o'er the sparkling
snow to Mt. Eaton, where they
"class- jmne entertalT--j
mate Miss Harrold. They astonished the natives all along the
route by giving their college yell
and displaying
mortar
boards. They returned to Wooster a short time before daylight
by-Hhe-

40-minu-

t;

FBEEDLAIIDERS

Mrs Helen

Lenten Services

n'

n,

SHOP-WIS-

Or. Wishart.
Y.M.GA. presents

Big Four Begins

(Continued from Page 1)
Eileen's program includes:
Star
seven contestants took part in this Vicino, Rosa; Plus grand, dans son
event. Bathgate's oration was "Past obscurite (Queen of Sheba), Gounod;
Imperfect-Futur- e
Promising".
An die Nachtigall; Brahms; Thesese,
leiser wird mein Sch
On Thursday,-- Mar. 18 a debate was Brahms; Immer Mausfallen-Spruch-leiBrahms;
lummer,
held at a luncheon meeting of the
H. Wolf; Er ist's, H. Wolf; Over
Rittman Rotary Club. Those who de
the Steppe, Gretchaninoff; At' the
bated in the affirmative were Robert
Tschaikowsky; The Island, Rach
Kerr and Don Coates; the negative Ball,
maninoff;
In the Silence of Night,
Was taken by Herb Rogers and Dave
Rachmaninoff; The Unforseen, Scott;
Neely.
Yung Yang, Bantock; A Wish, Char.
les; Song of the Open, La Forge.

COUNTER

1

3

,

1

at Campus

,
CbmpCSICK?
chaperones rLlide . their' p
pearance for the first time on the
campus at the Senate Vic dance last
Saturday night. With the approval of
Dean MacKenzie, the
ment organizations on the campus
passed the new plan to provide chap
Thusday. (Jan. 28).
erones for the Senate dances with the
Beginning a series of
Wh--y!
And we think we are doing
provision that the senior members on Lenten vesper services" Dr." Phillips
good
get
to
at one o'clock for the
the Senate and the presidents of the P. Elliott, pastor of the First Presby
sophomore-junio- r
prom!
M. and WSGA would be eligible.
terian Church of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
Eight o'clock, Monday evening,
A plan of this sort was advocated and member of the Board of Foreign
Mar. 13th, the jolly members
last semester by the Voice but little Missions of the Presbyterian Church,
were wending their various ways
action was taken to carry out any spoke on Sunday afternoon, Mar. 21
toward Miss Cloe Funck's pleas"The Reserves of
sort of a plan until about one month His subject was
ant home on South Street. No
ago when it was suddenly realized Life."
introductions were needed and
that chaperones are hard to get.
the classmates fell to enjoying
Cadet Wayne Ball, tenor soloist of
themselves in the true freedom of
School, sang
At the present there are seven sen the Naval
'
friendship. (Mar. 22).
iors available for chaperoning of the "Children of Men" by Russell, and
Editor-inC. W. Fritz, '93, was the
dances. But a list is being made and "Soft Were Your Hands, Dear Jesus"
chief
of the Voice in the spring of
it will undoubtedly be expanded in by O'Hara. Cadet J. Caldwell was his
1893 and the following quotation is
the future. Also pending on the sue accompanist.
from' his editorial of Mar. 11:
cess of the chaperones at the Senate
The Naval unit will continue to pro-vidThe college newspaper cir- dances, it is planned to extend the
music during this season of serv.
chaperones to all dances of the dubs, ices with a double quartet under the
direction of Lieutenant Gordon. The
college choir will present Horatio
.

from Pag 1)
Sullivan airs, taken from H. M. S.
Pinafore, Patience, The Gondoliers,
The Milado and Ruddigore. Eight

(Continued from Page
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Student Looks
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Guard your skin against harshness and
dryness with this rich, lubricating cream.
While it softens and smooths, it encourages your skin to look velvety and fresh.
SPECIAL SKIN CREAM

...

I00

I75

Phut

Hotel Bechtel FRANK WELLS
Comfort

Convenience

DRUG STORE

